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Editorial
I fear that this issue must begin with sad news :

Oleg Agafonovich Faberg~
We were greatly saddened to learn that Oleg Faberge (Helsinki) passed away unexpectedly, on 5 May
1993. Mr. Kaj Hellman, our member in Espoo, was kind enough to telephone and advise of this sad
news. It appears that Oleg had been helping to assemble exhibits for the Nordia 1993 philatelic
exhibition, in company with Kaj Hellman, and had complained of feeling tired and out of sorts, before
returning home.
An enthusiastic specialist of zemstvo issues, and early Imperial stamps and postal stationery, Oleg's
expert knowledge and generous offers of help will be greatly missed. Although many outstanding
items in his esteemed father's collection were disposed of in London in 1939, Oleg nevertheless
inherited a very large collection of Imperials and zemstvos when his father died, to which he added
substantially over succeeding years.
Oleg visited England on at least two occasions, firstly in 1974 (when he was able to see the late C.C.
Handford's collection of zemstvos, in Chesterfield) and later when he gave a comprehensive display of
zemstvos and zemstvo cancellations to the Royal Philatelic Society. By coincidence, the Philatelic
Federation of Finland has just published a splendid handbook detailing the best items and covers in his
remarkable zemstvo collection, each page showing items splendidly printed in full colour. A
remarkable record, and a monument to our late friend.
Several articles from Oleg Faberge's pen have appeared in the pages of our journal over the years. At
the very succesful Finlandia 88 exhibition, a superb array of his zemstvo material was exhibited in the
Court of Honour.
To Mrs. Muru Faberge, and to his family, we extend our sincerest condolences.
P.T.Ashford

After this, it seems inappropriate to wax enthusiastic about this issue's contents, although the contents certainly
merit enthusiasm, and I will confine myself to hoping you will find something of interest in these pages. I fear
that, once again, there is a distinct bias towards postal history in this issue. Amends will be made in the next
issue, vows the Editor.
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Russian mail to the West, 1693-1843
W.J. de Jongh & I.J. Steyn
Introduction
Over the past six years there has been a lively debate about the postal rates for Russian mail to the West, in
particular the mail conveyed by Prussia, during the years before the 1843 postal treaty. On almost all Russian
covers to the West, a two-number code can be found on the reverse, and when attention shifted to this code in
1987 (Baillie et al., 1987), the authors swiftly concluded the first number in this code was an inventory number
of the letter on the so-called Charta, the list accompanying each mailbag.
The interpretation of the Second Number, which apparently represented some postal charge, has been the subject
of quite a few articles. During 1990 two rival theories were published. The first (Speeckaert, English translation
published in 1992) considers the Second Number to be expressed in Prussian Groschen (of which 90 make up a
Prussian Taler). The second theory treated the Second Numbers as expressed in Russian kopecks, but with an
artificial Rouble-Taler exchange rate used during calculations (De Jongh, 1990). A third theory (Goatcher, 1992)
proposed Riga Grosche11 as the appropriate currency unit.
After more early examples of such covers came to light and a useful reference shed some light on the matter, we
could conclude that none of the above theories was completely correct. The key insight is that the interpretation
of the Second Number actually varied from period to period, where information in the original 1987 article and
additional information assembled by Van der Linden (Van der Linden, 1989), augmented by examples in our
own collections allowed the five periods to be identified (De Jongh, 1992).

First period : 1693 - 1766. The period of Polish i11flue11ce
A cover from this period was first described by Van der Linden. Addressed to the Netherlands, it bears the
Second Number "38", of which a second example was illustrated by the present author in 1992. More examples
have since come to light, spanning the period 1706-1763.
It is now virtually certain that the Second Number was expressed in Polish Grosche11 (groszy) during this period.
There are three pieces of evidence for this. In BJRP 69, a so-called "Charta" was illustrated, the inventory list
that accompanied each mailbag. Another Charta, from 1679(fig. l), clearly shows the currency as "Pol.Gr.".
Second, L.I.Kozlovskii's superb study of the first five Russian postmasters• mentions a dispute between the
Russian postmaster Andries (Andrew, Andrei) Winius and his colleague in the Prussian border town of Memel,
Ernst Johann von Bommel. This passage makes it clear that, starting from 1-1-1693, the Memel postmaster
charged Winius 38 groschen per letter to Cleve/Emmerich (the point where Prussian and Dutch/"Belgian" postal
systems interfaced), and 36 groschen to Hamburg, and that before that date, the rates had been 33 and 31
groschen, respectively.
Memel based its coinage on the Polish monetary system (and had in fact been a Polish fief until 1618), and the
local coin, the Groscher, was considered to be equal in value to the Polish Groschen. Finally, a piece of indirect
evidence. A Prussian Taler was equal to 90 Polish Groschen2, and the Prussian domestic rate for the MemelCleve trip was 10 gute Groschen, of 24 to the Taler. If we convert the Prussian domestic rate to Polish
Groschen, we get 37 1h Polish Groschen, or 38 Pol.Gr. when we deal in round numbers.

1
The book covers the period 1665-1701, during which five postmasters, all Dutchmen, oversaw the
first steps of the Russian postal system. Published in 1913 in Warsaw, the book also gives the text of all
relevant archival material in the Imperial Russian state files in 1913.
2

Zedler, J.H. "Grosses Vollstiindiges Universal-Lexikon". Vol.11, p.1034. Halle, 1735. Facsimile
reprint Graz 1961.
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Figure 1. Top: a 'Chana'from 1679, showing the currency as 'Pol.Gr.'= Polish Grosche11 = groszy. Below:
a11 extract from the calculatio11 of the total 011 a similar Charla, showing that 90 groszy were taken as equal to a
Ta/er.
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FIGURE 2. Letter writte11 011 17 May 1706 in Riga, the11 still under Swedish rule. Sent to Amsterdam. Prepaid
for the Memel-Cleve sectio11 of the journey: 38 Polish Grosche11 (groszy).
011 arrival in Amsterdam the recipient had to pay 4 stuyvers Dutch charges.
Riga was annexed by Russia after the 1721 Treaty of Nystadt.
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FIGURE 3. Letter written on 17 March 1749 in Mitau, then i11 Polish Courland (Kurland). Selll to Amsterdam.
Prepaid for the Memel-Emmerich sectio11 of the journey : 38 Polish Groschen (groszy).
On arrival in Amsterdam (after only 13 days!) the recipient had to pay 4 stuyvers Dutch charges.
Mitau and the rest of Courlatui were grabbed by Russia during the Third Polish Partitio11 i11 1795.
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Weight 4 lot, charged 4x38=152 groszy. The recipielll had ro pay 1 gulden and 7 sruyvers (= 27 stuyvers) when
it arrived in Amsterdam.
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Summarising, the Memel postmaster charged 38 Polish Groschen for transportation of a letter from Memel to
Cleve/Emmerich, this simply being what he would have charged an inhabitant of Memel for that service. This
makes it virtually certain that the Second Number "38" found during this period refers to that Prussian charge,
expressed in Polish Groschen.
The Memel origin of this Second Number is affirmed by a trio of letters, all addressed to the Netherlands, but
originating in three different political entities. Fig.2 shows a 1706 letter from Riga - then a Swedish possession with the Second Number "38". Fig.3 shows a letter from Mitau in Polish Kurland with the same Second
Number. Finally, a spectacular illustration of a multiple rate is shown in fig.4, a quadruple-weight letter from
Arkhangelsk in Russia proper.
The Kozlovskii reference makes clear a "Period Zero" (with Second Number "33") should exist. If any of our
readers can show a pre-1693 letter with a two-number code, we would be very interested in hearing about it.
And although the analysis has concentrated on letters to the Netherlands (the only destination for which we have
examples!), for letters to France a similar mechanism may have been in operation. And where are those letters
to Hamburg with Second Number "36"?

Second period: 1766 - 1809. The period of Polish decay and Russian expansion
Sometime during 1766, the Second Number "38" vanished, to be replaced by "44" (letters from Russia proper)
and "45 1h" (letters from the Baltic area) for letters in transit from Memel to Wesel/Emmerich. To understand
why this happened and in which currency these numbers are expressed, a small excursion into monetary history
is necessary.
In the days before nervous young men with portable telephones decided what exchange rates should be, the value
of a given coin depended in large measure on its noble metal content. From the 1750 Graumann monetary
reform onwards, the Prussian Taler was based on a so-called 14-Taler Foot: 1 Mark Silver (approx. 234 grams)
equalled 14 Taler, or 1 Taler equalled 234/14= 16.7 grams silver. The actual silver content of a given coin was
rarely that high, but this was the general idea. During the same period, the Russian Rouble was based on a 13Rouble Foot, so 1 Rouble contained 234/13 = 18 grams of silver. The rouble was therefore worth more than the
Taler.
In 1757 tsaritsa Elizabeth I of Russia created a separate regional coinage system for Lifland and Estland. Its
principal coin, the Livo11ese3, was intended to be used as a halfway house between the Prussian and Russian

\VO
~

~~,:,,

;:~ I

0

3
A Livonese is shown here, illustration from Katalog Russkikh Monety. kindly supplied by the Leiden
Coin Cabinet. Note the "96". Smaller coins of 48 and 24 kopecks also existed. However, the Livonese
contained much more silver than a Taler coin (19.5 grams, which is a 12-Livonese Mark) and quickly
disappeared from circulation, an early demonstration of Gresham's Law: the superior coinage disappears
from circulation, leaving only inferior coinage. This is confirmed by a 1799 book on monetary systems,
which notes:
Silver regional coins of 1, 1h and ¼ Livonese, of 96, 48 and 24 kopecks, were struck from 1757
onwards, as were copper 4- and 2-kopeck pieces, but with the exception of the latter two, these are
no longer in circulation. (from Nelckenhrechers Taschenhuch der Munz-Maass und Gewichtskunde,
Berlin 1799)
That the Livonese had some significance for the Second Number problem was noted by F.Goatcher in his
1992 article, although his conclusions differ substantially from ours.
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FIGURE S. Letter from Moscow (26-12-1804) to Mompellier. Prussia11 1ra11si1 charges II g. Gr. x 4
kopecks. French charges : 24 sous(Wesel-Maaseyck-Paris) + 10 sous(Paris-Molllpellier) = 34 sous
decimes. A letter from Russia proper, therefore 110 lmmersatter border tra11sit charge.
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monetary systems : equal in value to the Tater, it was subdivided into 96 kopecks, thus fixing the Tater-Rouble
exchange rate at 96: 100. If one Tater equalled 96 kopecks, the one gute Groschen must have equalled 96/24 = 4
kopecks. This is borne out (to within 3 %) by comparing the silver content of the g.Groschen and the kopeck.
The exchange rate of 1 gute Grosche11 = 4 kopecks was used to co11vert Prussia11 charges i11to Russia11 kopecks,
a11d the Seco11d Numbers from this period represellf the outcome of these calculatio11s.
This is a new idea, and one that needs careful checking.
In the first place, Poland was no longer the great power it had been during the first half of the 18th century. In
fact, it was about to disappear from the map. Abandoning Polish currency - or East Prussian currency, which
was largely the same - therefore made some sense from a political point of view.
Second, we can test this theory by examining a few rates found during this period. A letter from Russia to
Berlin (described by Van der Linden) has Second Number "32". The Prussian rate for the Memel-Berlin trip was
8 gute Groschen = 8x4 = 32 kopecks. Another letter described by Van der Linden (from the C.Muys
collection, to whom many thanks are due) is addressed to Heilbronn in Saxony and is annotated "franco Baruth",
Baruth being the Prussia-Saxony mail exchange point. The Prussian rate for the Memel-Baruth trip was 9 1h gute
Groschen. The letter has Second Number 38 = 4x9 1h. (note that the Saxonian internal charges could not be
prepaid in Memel. Only after the postal treaties of the nineteenth century would such international prepayments
become possible)
However, this apparently correct theory has a surprising consequence. It appears that for letters to the
Netherlands, the Russian post paid 44 kopecks = 11 gute Groschen! This is actually less than the Prussian
domestic rate of 12 gute Groschen for the Memel-Emmerich trip. There are two possible explanations for this.
In the first place, the Prussian post may have offered an advantageous rate to the Russian post to keep the
lucrative mail transit business. Second, the Prussian domestic rate for Memel-Emmerich was raised from 10 to
12 gute Groschen in July 1766, along with most other postal rates. However, after an uproar, many of the new
rates were reduced again. Since Andries Winius had already raised quite a stink in 1693 when the Memel
postmaster started charging higher rates, it is possible that the Russian post flatly refused to pay the new 12 gute
Groschen rate and was granted a rate reduction. There may even have been a brief period - perhaps months or
weeks! - during which the Second Number on letters to the Netherlands was 48 (4xl2) or 49 1h.
The 11h kopeck difference between the two Second Numbers found on mail to the Netherlands was caused by
the lmmersatter border charge, which applied only to mail from the Baltic area. Perhaps this charge was
instituted to discourage inhabitants of the East Prussia to nip over the border and take davantage of the reduced
rate for Russians when they wanted to send letters to the Netherlands.
The 1 g.Gr. = 4 kop. exchange rate continued all the way to 1843, and even beyond. In the 1843 RussoPrussian postal treaty (article 21), the exchange rate was fixed at 1 Silbergroschen (now at 30 to the Tater
instead of 24!) equalling 3 ¼ kopecks. Converting the 96-kopeck exchange rate for the Taler gives 1 Silbergroschen = 96/30 = 3.2 kopecks, which was rounded to the nearest fraction : 3 ¼ kopecks.
However, the 11 gute Groschen reduced rate for Memel-Emmerich did not survive that long. As we shall see, it
was abandoned after Napoleon was defeated.
Since postmarks were introduced in Russia in 1765, letters from this period generally bear Russian postmarks,
and have thus survived in considerably greater numbers in our collections than the obscure pre-postmark letters
of the earlier period. If any readers have Russian covers to the West from 1765 and 1766 we would be very
interested in hearing from them. Perhaps we can prove or disprove the existence of a brief period when a
Russian letter to the Netherlands cost 48/49 1/2 kopecks (excluding the Russian internal charges, of course).

Third period : 1809 - 1814. The age of Napoleo11
When Napoleon started redrawing the map of Europe, the Prussian mail transit trade ran into difficultites.
Whereas in the past, Prussian lands were contiguous with the Netherlands, now the two new states of Westphalia
and Berg blocked the way. The Prussian post could transport a Russian letter only as far as Magdeburg, where
the new states took over, but other letters were handed over in Hamburg.
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FIGURE 6. Letter from Riga(6/17 April 1784) to Gendt (arriving 011 May 4th). Prussian charges 4xll = 44 kop.
+ 1 ½ kopecks lmmersatter border tra11sit charge for a letter from the Baltic area, total 45 ½ kopecks. For the
Wesel-Maaseyck-Gendt sectio11 the letter was charged 9 sols
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to Magdeburg, via Westphalia to Holland. Weight 2 lot, Seco11d Number 2x68 = 136.
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This is the most obscure period in the 150 years examined here. For letters to the Netherlands, the Second
Number is 68, but we can not offer an explanation of this rate, nor are we sure if the Immersatter charge was
still applied during this period. (where are the letters from the Baltic area with "69 1/2 "?) It appears that the
charges imposed by the new states could be prepaid in Russia, but it will take someone better versed in the
postal history of these short-lived states to solve this puzzle. Figure 8 shows an example of this enigmatic rate.
The marking "PRUSSE P.M." stands for "(from)Prussia via Magdeburg".

Fourth period : 1814 - 1821. The period of recovery
With the collapse of Napoleon's new order in early 1814, the Prussian mail route was swiftly restored. As
illustrated in BJRP 72 (p.15), in May of 1814 things were more or less back to normal, with two exceptions. In
the first place, the princes of Thum und Taxis temporarily assumed responsibility for transporting mail in the
area West of the Rhine, until the Prussian post took over in July of 1816. The letter illustrated in BJRP 72
therefore comes from a very brief transitional period : the marking "WESEL / PAR COLOGNE" shows the
Thum und Taxis postal system transported the letter from Wesel via their border office Cologne to France, so
not via the Meuse route as it would have been before Napoleon, and would be again after 1816.
Second Numbers found during this period are confusing. For mail to Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), where mail to
France was handed over to Thum und Taxis, the Second Number is 64. Stephan(l859, p.632) states that the
Prussian rate for Memel-Aachen was 14 1/2 g.Gr. and that Prussia charged Russia 1 g.Gr. for transit through the
Netherlands to France. (the Dutch charged Prussia 6 cents for this service, so Prussia made a neat little profit on
this deal) This would make 4x(l4 1/2 + 1) = 62 kopecks. The Immersatter charge of 11/2 kopecks makes 63 1/2,
apparently rounded to 64 kopecks. It should be noted that under the April 1814 postal treaty between Thum und
Taxis and France, letters could only be prepaid to the French border. In fact, letters to Spain and Portugal had
to be prepaid to the French border. In July 1817 this treaty is superseded by the Prussian-French treaty which
only allows for fully prepaid and unpaid letters. However, the Second Number "64" is also seen after this date.
For mail to the northern half of the Netherlands (remember that the Kingdom of the Netherlands comprised both
present-day Belgium and the Netherlands!), Wesel was again the mail exchange point. Second Numbers found in
practice are "50 and "52". The former can be explained by assuming that the Prussians now charged 12 g.Gr.
for Memel-Wesel, added 11/2 kopecks Immersatter charge and rounded the resultant 49 1/2 kopecks upwards. The
"52" is harder to explain, and we welcome suggestions.

Fifth period : 1822 - 1843. The period of full maturity
After the 1817 postal treaties between Prussia and France and the Netherlands, and the 1821 Russo-Prussian
postal treaty we enter the final and most challenging period of the Second Numbers. Since the Second Number
can now represent the total of as many as three separate charges, we will examine a few destinations separately.
1. Mail to the Netherlands
Two mail exchange points between Prussia and the Netherlands were used : Wesel/Emmerich (for the northern
halt) and Aachen (for the southern halt). Prussia charged 50 kopecks for Memel-Wesel, as they did in the
previous period, and the explanation of this amount must have been as postulated above. Note that a previous
attempt to unravel these rates (De Jongh 1990) arrived at the same figure, but for the wrong reasons. The
internal Dutch rates were multiples of 5 cents, converted to kopecks at a rate of 1 Rouble = DFI. 1.92, so
5 cents
=
2 1/2 kopecks
10 cents
=
5 kopecks
7 1/2 kopecks
15 cents
=
20 cents
10 1/2 kopecks
=
25 cents
13 kopecks
=
and so on.
Mail to Amsterdam and Schiedam (two Dutch destinations that pop up with great regularity) incurred 20 cents

14
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1'. P.
T.P.

= Transit Prusse

R.No.5 = from Prussia
5th Rayon.

Memel-Aachen
Dutch transit
makes
x4
Immersatter
Total
rounded to

14 1h g.Gr.
1 g.Gr.
15 1h g.Gr.
62 kop.
11h kop.
63 1h kop.
64 kop.

FIGURE 8. July 1817 letter from St.Petersburg to Lyo11. The letter is paid for Memel-Givet (the French border).
This was correct under the French-Thurn und Taxis Co11vention of 1814, but this had been replaced by the 1817
convelltion betwee11 Prussia and France, and the letter was treated as unfra11ked by the Fre11ch:
charges for a letter from Prussia (5th Rayon) 13 decimes, plus 9 decimes Fre11ch internal charges gives a tarif
simple of 22 dee. For letters of 6-8 grams an extra 1 dee. was charged, for a total of 23 decimes (marked 011
front).
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Dutch charges = 10 1/2 kopecks, making the Second Number 50 + 10 1/2 = 60 1/2 kopecks. In fig.9 a different
rate is shown, a letter addressed to Harlingen. Dutch rate 25 cents = 13 kopecks, Second Number therefore
"63". To make things complicated, the letter was rerouted to Haarlem, but that's another story.
The Memel-Aachen transit charge appears to have been 55 kopecks, a charge originating in the same rounding
procedure that produced the 50 kopeck charge for Memel-Wesel. Mail addressed to the southern half of the
Netherlands thus incurred charges of 55 + Dutch charge. Figure 10 shows an example, a letter addressed to
St.Niklaas (Dutch charge 20 cents = 10 1/2 kopecks, total 65 1/2 kopecks).

Ja. Mail to Great Britai11 a11d the U.S.A.
Mail to these two destinations could be prepaid as far as the Dutch coast. On such letters we see a Second
Number of 61 1/2. As these letters travelled via Emmerich, the Prussian charge was again 50 kopecks. The Dutch
charged such letters the special rate of 22 1/2 cents, which Russia converted to 11 1/2 kopecks. Many letters
travelled via Hamburg, but some of these, although they were charged 75 1/2 kopecks from Memel, actually
followed the overland route via Emmerich to the Dutch coast.

2. Mail to Fra11ce
Here we run into problems. Charges for mail to France consisted of three components : the Prussian transit
charge (for the Memel-Aachen segment), a Dutch transit charge (for transportation from Aachen through the
southern Netherlands (Belgium from 1830 onward) to the French border) and the internal French charges.
Starting with the latter, the French charges increased with steps of 2 decimes which is 5 kopecks. For mail to
various French destinations which followed the same route through Prussia and the Netherlands before entering
France we would therefore expect to see Second Numbers which differ by a multiple of 5 kopecks. However, in
practice this is not always the case.
For example, the rate of 109 1/2 kopecks to Bordeaux consists of three components:
Prussian transit Memel-Aachen
55 1/2
(not rounded)
Dutch transit Aachen-Givet 1 g.Gr. =
4
50
French rate 20 decimes for 15 gr.=
Totalling 109 1/2 kopecks.
Similarly, the rate to Paris should consist of:
(not rounded)
Prussian transit Memel-Aachen
55 1/2
Dutch transit Aachen-Givet lg.Gr.=
4
French rate 10 decimes for 15 gr.=
25
Totalling 84 1/2 kopecks.
The first rate is encountered in practice, the second rate isn't : letters to Paris have as Second Number 82 1/2. A
possible explanation for this is given below.
3. Mail to Germa11 states
A letter sent from St.Petersburg to Schiedam in December 1822 (fig. ll) has four interesting features. Its Second
Number is 49 1/2 (not 60 1/2), there is a ms. "f.12" on the front, and a marking "FRANCO GRAENZE", and the
Dutch charged the addressee 5 stuyvers ( =25 cents).
The letter was prepaid only to Wesel, not all the way to the destination. This was an option specifically
mentioned in the 1817 Prussian-Dutch postal treaty. The Prussians received 12 g.Gr. ("f.12") for the MemelWesel trip. Since this was 1101 considered a letter in transit through Prussia, but a letter paid to a Prussian city,
the sender did not pay the fixed transit charge of 50 kopecks, but the exact amount of 49 1/2 kopecks (4xl2+ 11/2).
The Dutch then charged 20 cents internal postage, plus a further 5 cents border transit charge for EmmerichArnhem, or 25 cents = 5 stuyvers. In other words, the Dutch applied the same procedures as they would to an
unpaid letter coming from the town of Emmerich itself, which is only logical.
For mail addressed to cities in Germany we would therefore expect to see relatively straightforward amounts,
consisting of the internal German charges converted to kopecks, plus the Immersatter charge. At the moment we
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FIGURE 9. Letter from Riga (17/29July 1834) addressed to Harlingen, the Netherlands. Second Number '63' =
50 kopecks Prussian transit plus 13 kopecks (25 ce111s) Dutch charges. From Harlingen the letter was sent 011 to
Haarlem. The bold letter 'R' was put 011 i11 Berli11. Other postmarks 011 reverse are of Berli11, Harli11ge11,
Haarlem, and of the Germa11 border office in Arnhem. Note the 'f.5' 011 the from : this refers to the 5 stuyvers
= 25 cents Dutch charges.
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FIGURE JO. Leiter from St. Petersburg (14 January 1827) to St. Niklaas in the southern half of the Kingdom of
the United Netherlands (present-day Belgium). Prussian transit charges for Memel-Aachen 55 kopecks, Dutch
charges 20 cems = JO½ kopecks. Total 65½ kopecks.
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FIGURE 11. Letter from St.Petersburg (21 November 1822, Old Style) to Schiedam, Holland (arriving 011
December 22nd.). Paid as far as Emmerich, but for Memel-Emmerich only 49½ kopecks was paid! This consists
of 12 g. Gr. (x4 = 48 kopecks) plus 1 ½ kop. lmmersatter charge. The total of 49½ kopecks was 1101 rounded,
because it was 1101 co11sidered to be a transit letter, but mail (prepaid) to inland Prussia.
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have only a few examples of such mail, which appear to confirm this. A letter from Riga to Hamburg was rated
411h, which is 11h k. border charge and 10 gute Groschen = 40 kopecks Prussian internal charges. A letter
from Riga to Berlin was rated 33 1h, namely l'h k. border charge and 32 kopecks = 8 gute Groschen Prussian
charges. Readers are urged to consult their collections for further examples.
Incidentally, the 11h kopeck Immersatter border charge was mentioned in the 1821 postal treaty as being
intended for the improvement of roads and the maintenance of new post stations in East Prussia. In other words,
it was a charge over and above the postal charges, and did not benefit the Prussian posts directly.
4. Mail to other states

The 1821 Treaty also allowed for mail to Switzerland, Denmark, Portugal, Spain and to the various colonies of
these states. Again we must appeal to the readers to come up with actual examples, as we have had too little
access to such letters to be able to draw any firm conclusions.
Complications in the fifth period
Any review of this final period would not be complete without some remarks on the following subjects.
The "Memel Post Taxa"
This is an 1822 list of rates charged by the Russian post offices for letters to various destinations abroad. The
list actually gives the rate from Memel (expressed in assignat currency at an artificially inflated rate of 6 assignat
roubles to the silver rouble\ a clever way of taxing mail abroad!), to which the internal Russian charges had to
be added. Note that this list gives the amount that were to end up as Second Numbers on the back of the letters
(after division by 6). The list was widely distributed to post offices in Russia and Finland.
The Memel Post Taxa (first described by Goatcher, 1992) actually turns out to be a two-edged sword. It is
obviously a listing which was drawn up some years before its 1837 date (perhaps in 1821?) and which was
occasionally amended or expanded. As a result, the listing contains many outdated rates which hail from
previous periods, for example:
Emmerich
: 273 Ass.Kop. = 45 1h Silver Kopecks. Should be 297 A.K. = 49 1h S.K.
Givet
: 333 Ass.Kop. = 55 1h Silver Kopecks. Should be 357 A.K. = 59 1h S.K.
However, for destinations "beyond" Emmerich the correct amount for the Memel-Emmerich segment was
used ...
Rates for Dutch destinations are almost without exception correct, as are rates for destinations within Prussia.
For French destinations a number of obvious mistakes were made while drawing up this list. According to the
Russo-Prussian treaty, the charges for letters to France should take into account that the French used a different
weight progression for calculating their internal charges. However, the Memel Taxa ignores this stipulation
completely, and treats all letters, to France and elsewhere, as being 1 lot in weight. A look at the French
internal charges is illuminating (rates quoted are from 1806). The tarif simple , the lowest rate, applies to letters
of 6 grams and less in weight: 2 deeimes for 0-50 km, 3 dee. for 50-100 km, and then a further 1 dee. for every
100 km or part thereof.
Because the Memel Taxa treats all letters as 1-lot letters, the charges for a 10-15 gram letters must be used,
which were double the tarif simple. The French minimum rate was therefore 4 deeimes = 10 Silver Kopecks =
60 Ass.K., with the charges increasing by 2 dee. = 5 S.K. = 30 Ass.K. thereafter. With the charges to Givet a
given at (4xl4 1h)+l 1h = 59 1h S.K. = 357 Ass.K., we can derive the rates )in Ass.K. we should encounter in
the Memel Taxa. We also give the rates that actually appear:
Theoretical
/11 practice
Difference
Desti11atio11s
Givet
357
Mezieres, Metz
417
429
+12
447

4

This artificial exchange rate between assignat and silver currency may have come into existence with
the 100% increase in Russian postal rates of 1818.
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477
465
-12
Rheims
507
495
-12
Paris
-12
Amiens, Chartres
537
525
567
561
-6
Orleans, Dijon
-6
Caen, Tours, Bourges
597
591
627
621
-6
Nantes, Limoges, Lyon, Grenobles
657
657
0
Bordeaux, Toulouse, Marseille
687
687
0
Bayonne, Perpignan
It looks as if serious errors were made during the calculation of the French rates for the Memel Taxa. Ort can
anyone give an alternative explanation?
Obviously, Prussia was once again the benificiary of the errors in the Memel Taxa. Whenever the French
accepted a letter at the tarif simple, Prussia made a nice profit, as Russia had paid for twice that amount!
The use of assignat currency On some Russian letters to the West, the amount paid by the sender is written on
the cover - Moscow letters sometimes have this amount written in red - expressed in assignat currency. We now
know of the following examples:
1. St.Petersburg - franco Coast
6 x 72 1h = 435.
On the letter "435".
1
2. Moscow - Paris
6 x 98 h = 591
On the letter "593"!
On the letter "717".
3. Moscow - Grenoble
6 x 119 1h = 717
1
4. Moscow - Nantes
6 x 119 h = 717
On the letter "717".
5. Moscow - Bordeaux
6 x 125 1h = 753
On the letter "753".
1
6. Moscow - Bordeaux
6 x 125 h = 753
On the letter "755"!
(Examples 1,6 coll. Goatcher, #2,3 coll. De Clercq, #4,5 coll. De Jongh)
Some amounts appear to be 2 Ass.Kop. higher than one would expect, an effect also noted by Goatcher(l992).
Since 2 assignat kopecks would not have covered the cost of a certificate of posting, the explanation favoured by
Goatcher, we are at a loss to explain this discrepancy. Whatever caused it must have been an internal Russian
matter.
Although we are reasonably confident that the picture sketched above is correct, readers will have noted there
are still many areas suitable for further research. The fascinating story of the postal relations between Russia and
Prussia will undoubtedly supply us with riddles for years to come.
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The Vologda - Arkhangelsk railway
Leonard Tann & Alexander Epstein 1
Baedeker's travel guide for Russia tells us (p.334) that the railway from Vologda to Arkhangelsk is narrowgauge, runs for 522 miles, and that the train takes about 27 hours! So it was in 1914. Although the name of the
railway and the known postmarks indicated 'Vologda-Arkhangelsk', in fact the railway ran only to the south
bank of the River Dvina, to a station called 'Arkhangelsk Pristan' (Arkhangelsk Pier). Passengers were taken
over the river to the main town by ferry. The cost of the railway ticket included the ferry-ride.
Some time after the 1917 revolution the railway was converted to standard gauge. Perhaps at that time - or eyen
later - the railway was extended by bridge over the Dvina into Arkhangelsk itself. Since this railway was
narrow-gauge, all travellers and cargo (including mail) was forced to change at Vologda for the journey north.
There could be no through carriages or mail vans to or from St.Petersburg, Vyatka or Yaroslavl. In fact, the
railway was simply a narrow-gauge extension of the line from Uroch, which included the original YaroslavlVologda railway. The extension of the line from St.Petersburg to Vyatka via Vologda in standard Russian gauge
meant that the Yaroslavl-Vologda railway had to be converted to standard gauge too, which it was by 1913.
There were plans for the standardisation of the Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway starting with the section VologdaNyandoma. This may well have taken place during 1916-1917, as the later confusion of the Civil War would
have made the work impossible. The Bulletin of the People's Commissariat of Posts & Telegraphs of 25-12-1922
confirms the through operation of trains on the (newly numbered) route 33-34, Moscow-Arkhangelsk,
(mentioned at the end of this article) and the abolition of hitherto-used numbers 193-194. We suggest that in
order for this to have been completed well before December 1922, since the Whites in the northern area of this
territory were not defeated until February 1920, it probably took place in the 1917 period. It has been recorded
that sections of the old narrow-gauge rail were transported down to Transcaucasia, where they were used to
build the narrow-gauge extension from Kars to the front (see Ashford's "Transcaucasia", part 5, p.332). The
illustration shown with the map is a postcard (coll. Alexander Epstein) like many of the tsarist era, 'Greetings
from the ... Railway'. This shows the Moscow-Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway, with inset pictures. We do not
know if at this time the railway was extended from the south bank of the Dvina - the Arkhangelsk Pier Station into the main town itself.
I'm indebted to our friend Ian Baillie who sent me copies of the relevant maps (Arkhangelsk-Konosha and
Konosha-Arkhangelsk) from the 1968 Soviet railway atlas. These show that the railway was already extended
into Arkhangelsk proper, with local 'spur-lines' to the city's suburban areas. This 1968 map also shows interestingly enough - that a main line ran from Vologda via Konosha branching eastwards to Kotlas. The line
from Konosha to Arkhangelsk is shown as a line of secondary importance. In 1914-1917 Kotlas was the terminus
of a small branch line from Vyatka, allocated the route numbers 219/220. As far as we are aware at present,
only a handful of examples of the oval 220 are recorded, and none of the 219.
Philip Robinson kindly sent me a copy of the 1916 railway map showing the Vologda-Arkhangelsk Railway and
stations on this line, as well as the winter 1910-1911 railway timetable for this route. The map shown here is
based on the 1905 Marks atlas and material abstracted from Philip's data. Shown too is the timetable, for
reference.
The list below names stations on the route that had postal desks of one kind or another. There were of course
other stations that had no postal facilities of any kind. It should be remembered that it was possible to post letters
into the letter box on the side of the TPO on the train.

1
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With thanks to Philip Robinson for his contributions.
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Shalekushskii (Shalakusha).
Shozhma
Nyandoma
Burachikha
Vandysh.
Platforms 233 versts.

(Lukhtonga)

Kutnikova Vazhega (Vozhega)

Punduga
Leshchevo Hishkovskaya
Semigorodni Monastyr
Horzhenga
ukhona
ianikieva Platforms
DA

To Vyatka

To St. Petersburg
To Yaroslavl
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It is necessary to clarify the different types of postal facilities available. Vologda and Jsakogorka had full postal
desks, able to cancel mail, deal with registered and insured mail etc. Other stations marked here with an asterisk
had postal desks manned by clerks or a single clerk who could sort and cancel mail, including registered mail. It
would be his duty to post onto the train mail travelling onwards, take off mail addressed locally, and receive
mail from passengers. This type of postal service was dependent on the main post office in the nearby town or
village. On the list below, a designation 'ordinary PO' - listed as ITPOer. in the 1916 Post Office List and the
Post-and-Telegraph Journal, from which this information has been abstracted - means that there was a very
simple postal desk, merely receiving or dispatching mail at the station. There were no facilities for cancelling or
sorting mail, or for accepting registered mail. It was a simple extension of the local town or village post office.
There was a locked or sealed 'letter box' which from time to time was taken to the local post office.
Arkhangelsk-Pristan•
lsakogorka•
Tundra*
Kholmogorskaya•
Obozerskaya•
Emtsa•
Plesetskaya
Lepsha*
Shalakusha*
Shozhzma*
Nyandoma•
Burachikha
Vandysh*
Konosha*
Lukhtonga•
Vozhega•
Punduga•
Semigorodnyi Monastir•
Sukhona
Monastyrskaya Platforma
Vologda*

operating by Nov.1915
full postal desk, possibly operating from 1898 or shortly afterwards
opened Oct. 1900, still operating by Nov .1915
operating by Nov. 1915
opened Oct.1900, still operating by Nov.1915
opened Oct.1900, became ordinary p.o.(no postmarks) in March 1916
opened before Nov.1915, ordinary p.o., no postmarks
opened Oct. 1900, still operating by Nov.1915
opened July 1906, closed Oct.1916
opened Oct.1900, still operating by Nov.1915
opened in 1899, became ordinary p.o. (no postmarks) in 1911
ordinary p.o. opened before Nov.1915, no postmarks
opened Oct.1900, still operating by Nov. 1915
opened June 1902, became ordinary p.o. in March 1911
opened May 1902, downgraded in March 1917 to single-clerk desk
opened May 1902, downgraded in March 1917 to single-clerk desk
opened Sept.1908, became ordinary p.o. in Feb.1914
opened May 1902, still operating by Nov.1915
operating by Nov .1915, ordinary p.o. only
operating by Nov.1915, ordinary p.o. only
full station postal desk, opened before Nov.1888, operating till the 1917
revolution and beyond.

It must be clear that this entire area was very sparsely populated. Thus it was expensive to maintain postal desks
at stations as well as in the town or village post offices nearby. We presume it is for this reason that some were
downgraded from postal desks maMed by a clerk who would cancel and sort mail, to a simple post-box taken to
the local village post office, or from a postal desk manned by two or three clerks to one maMed by a single
clerk, perhaps even part-time.
As far as the authors of this article are aware, no postmarks have yet been recorded from the individual railway
postal desks on the line other than Vologda and Isakogorka. We presume that postmarks were of one of the two
following styles:
(ST[ANTSIY A] .. (name)/VOL.-ARKH.RAILWA Y
er .... /BOJI .-APX •.>K .Zl.
(ST[ANTSIY A] .. (name)/VOLOG.-ARKHANG.RAILWAY
er .... /BOJIOr .-APXAHr ..>K .Zl.
Both in circular style, as with other stantsiyas. Such postmarks certainly rank as scarce, and if any reader has
examples we would be delighted to hear about it. It would also demonstrate if our guess as to the wording is
correct.
In an exchange of letters discussing the likely wording of the station postmarks of this line, Philip Robinson
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Figure la (above)
Figure lb (below)
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made two alternative suggestions. He points out that the 1916 postal list records these stations as being on the
MOSCOW-ARKHANGELSK line of the Northern Railway. Thus there is a chance that they were worded:
CT ...• /MOCKBA.-APXAHf.)K..ZI.
(ST[ANTSIYA] .. (name)/MOSKVA-ARKHANG.RAILWAY
or
CT •••• tCoB.)K..ZI.
(ST(ANTSIYA] .. (name)/NORTHERN RAILWAY
Even more interesting would be an example of the postmark used at the Arkhangelsk Pristan postal desk. Our
guess is that it read CT .APXAHr .TIPYICTAHb/BO]Or.-APXAHr .)K..ZI. (ST.ARKHANG.PRISTAN/
VOLOG.-ARKHANG.ZH.D.). It should be mentioned that on some maps the village at the northern end of the
railway - opposite Arkhangelsk town across the Dvina river - is actually named Rokasikha (sometimes spelled
Rikasikha). It may well be that the station and pier were named Arkhangelsk Pier for obvious reasons, but
unconnected to the name of the nearby village.
Figures la and lb show examples of oval Vologda/Vokzal marks (serial 'b' and without serial). These are not
scarce, but very nice just the same. Figures 2a,b show two postcards (Tann coll.) showing the oval lsakogorka/
Vokzal mark. The first has this postmark as a receipt mark. The card is from Vologda and is addressed to
lsakogorka Stantsiya and is dated 23-6-1917. The second card is dated 3-1-1916. It is not clear when the
lsakogorka Station office opened - it was certainly operating by November 1915. Although it doesn't show up,
the card has a (now faded) pencil notation that this was •Active Army' mail, so exempted from postage. This
postmark is undoubtedly scarce. Both of these examples show a distorted date-bridge, so it appears to have seen
some use. But are there other examples? (see Yamshchik 29, December 1991, p.39)
Perhaps we might speculate as to why this penultimate station had a full postal desk. One might have expected
passengers to have had postal facilities available at the Arkhangelsk Pier Station, while they were waiting for the
ferries to take them to the town, or, having arrived from the town, waiting for the train! We might speculate that
the mail carried on the train was transferred to the town, or taken back by train to Vologda, as most of the mail
was going into Central Russia (Moscow, St.Petersburg. etc.). It seems that Isakogorka was built as an important
junction station, for it was intended to build a branch-line from there to Severodvinsk, a small town on the south
bank of the Dvina further westwards. This was in fact done in later decades, as it is clearly shown on Soviet
maps. Presumably facilities for a full Railway Post Office (Vokzal) were thus established here, to be a railway
post centre for the area.
The official gaz.ette of the Russian Railway Post Administration for the beginning of 1917 lists lsakogorka as a
full Rail\yay Post Office. In October 1917 it lists the opening of a post-telegraph office at lsakogorka. Since two
such postal establishments couldn't possibly operate in the same location, it seems likely that the Railway Post
Office was moved to another station. Certainly after the Civil War we find by 1920 a full Railway Post Office
operating at Arkhangelsk Pier. We really need to see more examples of the oval lsakogorka/Vokzal postmark to
be able to establish its dates of operation more clearly, and to see early (1920?) examples of a possible oval
postmark of Arkhangelsk Pier Station office. The fact remains that lsakogorka had a full 'vokzal' railway post
office, but postmarks are as yet scarce.
The Vologda-Arkhangelsk route was given route numbers 193 (going north) and 194 (coming south). This
followed the normal rule that routes going 'away' from St.Petersburg had the odd number, and routes going
'towards' St.Petersburg had the even number.
Construction of the Vologda-Arkhangelsk Railway commenced in July 1894 and it was officially opened on 17
November 1897, but regular trains and the operation of a Travelling Post Office began later, probably around
October 1898. The earliest postsmarks of this TPO so far recorded are the circular types with 'Pochtovyi Vagon'
and cross-set date. Examples shown here in fig.3 (by kind permission of Philip Robinson) are of TPO 193 serial
1, dated 29-10-1898. This would seen to be very close to the date when TPO services commenced on this line.
Also, two examples ofTPO 194, serials 3 (1903) and 4 (1911). It would seem that the old circular types were in
use until late 1912 or very early 1913, when they were replaced by the new oval types. Fig.4 shows a postcard
(Tann coll.) from Slavota, Volhynia addressed to Arkhangelsk. It shows a circular transit mark of Pochtovyi
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Figure 2a (above)
Figure 2b (below)
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Figure 5b
Vagon 193, serial 7, dated 9-8-1910, and receipt mark of Arkhangelsk of the next day. We therefore know that
the circular TPO marks go up to at least serial 7, and we would of course like to see the missing serial numbers,
if readers have them.
Figs.Sa,b (Tann coll.) show two postcards with the older circular postmarks. The first, franked with a 3k Arms
stamp, as a TPO 194 serial 1, 10-4-1910. The picture side has a picture of an Arkhangelsk park. The second
travelled almost the full latitude of the Russian Empire. The dispatch mark on the 3k stamp of the 1902-1906
issue is of Yalta in the Crimea, 16-7-1903. It is addressed to Shenkursk, Arkhangelsk province. There is a
transit mark of Vologda and a fine TPO circular mark of line 193 serial 6, 20-7-1903. At the far left there is a
receipt mark of Shenkursk.

The oval types: once again, thanks to Philip, we show in fig.6 ovals of line 193, the northbound route - scarcer
as less mail went north to Arkhangelsk than came south into central Russia. Shown here are VOLOGDA-193ARKHANGELSK serial "b", and the more numerous examples of the southbound route ARKHANGELSK-194VOLOGDA serials "a", "b", "v" and "e". One assumes that serials "g" and "d" also existed, but they have not
yet been recorded. Figs.7a,b shows examples of these marks in use (Tann coll.). The sole 193 is a serial "a" on
a postcard addressed to Belsk, 20-3-1915.
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Figure 7a (above)

Figure 7b (below)
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We assume that the oval types remained in use into the revolutionary and Civil War period - they are recorded
used as late as September 1917. That there were at least six cancellers in use suggests that quite a lot of mail
was postmarked. Do readers have later usages?
Fig.8, which was a photocopy I had at home in a batch of copies, shows the reverse of a card addressed to
France. It has an oval TPO mark of line 194, serial "b". Unfortunately, the year in the date has not 'taken'. But
the message side is beaded "Lepsha". Lepsha had a postal desk manned by a clerk who could accept mail, but
this card was posted on the TPO. It missed having a very scarce ST.LEPSHA postmark!
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Regular trains and TPOs continued on the Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway throughout the February Revolution
period and, as far as we know, continued until August 1918. On August 2nd 1918 Allied troops landed in
Arkhangelsk, and the local Soviet administration was overthrown during a revolt of anti-Bolsheviks. A 'White
Russian' government was set up under Chaikovskii, called the North Russian Government, holding the
Arkhangelsk region and the Murmansk-Kem region. This government was later headed by General Miller
(despite his English name a Russian). As a result of an offensive by the Allies and North Russian White forces,
the northern part of the Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway came under White control. The front line stabilised
between the stations of Emtsa and Plesetskaya until the beginning of 1920.
The official magazine of the central Soviet Postal Administration in Moscow reported an interruption of the TPO
193/194 service on August 5th 1918. However, the service was restored from Vologda to Nyandoma on August
12th, possibly with a temporary Railway Post Office at Nyandoma.
There is no information about the railway postal service on the northern part of the line, in the area ruled by the
White government. Postal material from Arkhangelsk sent during that period and now in the possession of
collectors was cancelled by the standard double-circle datestamps of the Arkhangelsk town post office. So far,
not a single item with an oval 'Vokzal' postmark or a TPO mark has been recorded. However, it is quite
possible that a TPO route between Arkhangelsk Pier and Obozerskaya, for instance, was in operation, although
no postal or documental evidence for it has yet been recorded. It is also possible that in the same way the Allies
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ran a TPO service between Murmansk and the outskirts of Petrozavodsk on the Petrograd-Kem-Munnansk
railway which used British postmarks, that the same was done on the Arkhangelsk Pier - Emtsa sector of the
Arkhangelsk-Vologda railway. The Soviets may also have run a shuttle service on the Vologda-Plesetskaya
sector, just as it appears that they did on the southern (Soviet-controlled) section of the Petrograd-Kem railway
(see BJRP 73, p.7).
By February 1920 all Allied troops had been evacuated from Arkhangelsk. The remaining White forces could
not resist the pressure of the greatly superior forces of the Red Army, and at the end of February Bolsheviks
restored their power in Arkhangelsk.
It seems that TPO service on the Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway was resumed in summer 1920 when a Railway
Post Office at the Arkhangelsk Pier station had been opened. As mentioned at the beginning, on December 25th
1922 it was officially announced that through traffic from Moscow to Arkhangelsk was in operation, that route
numbers 33/34 were assigned to it and that the old numbers 193/194 had been abolished. This suggest that the
old numbers may have been in use after the White collapse until late 1922. We therefore have to find the latest
use of the 193/194 ovals on this line - perhaps in 1921 - and then the earliest usages of the new Soviet TPO
33/34 postmarks, perhaps at the end of 1922.
In conclusion, the authors - who admit to no more than opening up the subject of one of Russia's neglected
metropolitan railways - appeal to the whole of the Russian collecting fraternity, to seek out the postmarks that
will help fill the blanks, and help to put together some more bits of the fascinating jigsaw that is the whole
spectrum of Russian railways.

BSRP Meetings for 1994
Members will have received the programme for the 1994 Society meetings by now. If you haven't attended these
meetings in the past, I urge you to try to attend any or all of the 1994 meetings. The five Lo11do11 meetings are
all on Saturdays, so if you can spare the time, make a day of it and 'do the rounds' of the London stamp dealers
to see if they have anything to your taste before making your way down to the Union Jack Club (near Waterloo
Station). The meetings start at 15.00 and are an excellent opportunity to meet your fellow BSRP members, ask if
anyone knows anything about that puzzling item in your collection, look at or participate in one of the special
activities, and just 'talk stamps'.
The Portishead meeting in August is a good opportunity to reap the same benefits if you're unable or unwilling
to make the long trip to London (then again, the Editor travels to the London meetings from Amsterdam, but
this may be ascribed to severe mental confusion). As it coincides with a District Federal Convention, there's a
very nice stamp market to plunder before settling down to a good afternoon of Russian philately.
Last but in no way least is the Manchester meeting, organised by a certain Rev.L.L. Tann, who may or may not
be related to the author of the article above. The Manchester meeting is an all-day affair, with a heavy dose of
philately, excellent food and the company of many BSRP members - I gnash my teeth in frustration whenever I
miss one, there's nothing like these meetings anywhere else! Originally designed as a 'North-West Area
Meeting', the Manchester meeting now also attracts BSRP members from various un-North-Western areas of the
U.K., who have caught on quickly: this is a very good way to spend a Sunday in September.
Full details of these meetings and much else in the orange programme booklet. See you there?
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The Soviet Republic of Georgia, 1924-1949
Peter A. Michalove
The Caucasus has long been noted not only for the large number of peoples and languages there, but also for the
continual ethnic strife between many of them. Georgia is no exception, and it has been prominent in the news
recently because of its own ethnic troubles. The country has a colorful history and culture which, as anyone who
has been there can attest, is as remote as one can get from Russian culture. And some features, like the tradition
of polyphonic folk music, clearly set the culture of Georgia apart even from its neighbors in the Caucasus. The
language, with its massive consonant clusters, especially in word-initial position, is certainly not for the fainthearted: just try pronouncing words like brtsqina (to shine) or prtskvna (to peel).
The postal history of Georgia in the Imperial period has been extensively covered by Ashford (1972-85), and the
same author's books of 1989 and 1991 cover the 1918-23 period of civil war, independence, and then Soviet
invasion when Georgia issued its own stamps and subsequently used the briefly valid Transcaucasian issue.
These TSFSR stamps were used in the three Transcaucasian republics of Georgia, Armenia and A:zerbaidzhan
through January 1924. Soviet franking was then introduced in the Transcaucasus as of February 1, 1924, and in
this article I hope to give an overview of the philatelic possilibities of Georgia in the early period of Soviet
franking, from 1924 through the Second World War and its aftermath.
Early Soviet usages from 1924 and 1925 show the continuation of postal markings that were seen in the civil war
and independent periods: Imperial Russian cancels are still common, even in the capital, Tbilisi, as are
Georgian-language cancels of the 1918-23 period. Figure 1 shows an Imperial Russian Tiflis cancel on a cover to
Paris from January 1925. In addition there is an oval postage due marking from the independent Georgian
period. Figure 2 is an October 1924 post card to Germany showing a Georgian cancel of Sadmeli and another
Georgian transit mark of Kutaisi. The Imperial Russian postal stationery indicium was no longer valid for
postage at this time.
Figure 1 is the latest use of a pre-Soviet marking I have seen from Tbilisi. From smaller localities, the latest I
have seen is an imperial Russian cancel used at Gudauti in October 1925. Gudauti is not known to have
introduced Georgian-language cancels in the 1918-23 period, so the Gudautans seem generally to be behind the
times. Figure 3, from August 1924, seems to be a first attempt at a Soviet cancel. The cancel reads, "Tiflis" in
Russian only, and the lack of a final hard sign shows that it is a new Soviet marking and not simply a reused
Imperial cancel. But it is likely that the highly nationalistic Georgians were outraged with Russian-only
markings; by early 1925, bilingual Georgian/ Russian cancels (with the Georgian inevitably on top) were
introduced, and these became the standard for the balance of the Soviet period, as shown in figure 4, a
Georgian/Russian cancel of 1937 from the Tbilisi railway station. The earliest bilingual cancel I have seen so far
is from April 1925.

TPO Routes
The system of numbered mailcoach lines in the early Soviet period was similar to that of the Imperial period,
and Imperial collectors will recogni:ze many of these allocations. TPO mail from the Caucasus is among the
rarest of any in the Imperial period, and in the Soviet period the growth of airmail made railway usages even
rarer. I have no examples of the following TPO routes to show, but perhaps this listing will enable other
collectors to come up with some. Figure 4, a Tbilisi railway station cancel, is the closest I can come to
illustrating railway mail.
In addition to railway mail, there was a steamship service which carried mail across the Black Sea between
Batumi and Odessa. I have seen a 1931 cover with an oval Batumi-Odessa Parakhod cancel, which must be quite
rare.
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Figure 2(below)
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Figure ](above)
Figure 4(below)
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Numbered mailcoaches

Unnumbered TPO lines

51-52
95-96
97-98
101-102
105-106
111-112

Akhelsenaki - Zugdidi
Borzhomi - Bakuriani
Gurdzhaani - Tsnoris Tskhali
Kutaisi - Tkvibuli
Notanebi - Ozurgeti
Rioni - Kutaisi
Khashuri - Surami

Tbilisi - Telavi
Baku (via Tbilisi) - Batumi
Samtredi - Poti
Shoropani - Sachkheri
Khashuri - Borzhomi
Tbilisi (via Erivan') - Dzhul'fa

Ethnic Subdivisions
Within Georgia, there are a number of non-Georgian peoples, as well as ethnic Georgian clans, whose mutual
rivalry can be as intense as that between Georgians and others. In particular, eastern and western Georgians have
different histories and traditions, and this is still seen today, as the deposed president Zviad Gamsakhurdia draws
most of his support from western Georgia and his native Megrelia, while Tbilisi and the surrounding eastern part
of the country form the stronghold of the present government under Eduard Shevardnadze. (Ironically,
Shevardnadze himself is a native of Guria, a region in western Georgia.) In addition to Georgians, there are
Russians, Megrelians, Svans, Armenians, Azerbaidzhanis and others in the republic. There is even a thriving
Jewish community in Tbilisi which, for the most part, has found tolerance among the Georgians.

But the ethnic groups of the greatest philatelic interest are those that received separate political recognition in the
republic: the Abkhaz and Adzhar Autonomous Republics, and the South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast.
Abkhazia is very much in the news these days, as the Abkhazians, who constitute only some 18% of the
population in their own ASSR, are seeking independence from Georgia. Abkhaz is a northwest Caucasian
language quite different from Georgian. Linguistically the closest relatives to the Abkhazians are the Abaza, who
now have their own ASSR in the Russian Federation. Most of the Abkhazians are Moslem, although there is a
small fraction of orthodox Christian Abkhazians. With its sunny climate and Black Sea beaches, Abkhazia has
long been a favorite resort spot with Russians, and the most common usages from Abkhazia are from Gudauta,
and the capital, Sukhumi. Figures Sa and Sb show a May 1939 cover from Sukhumi to the US with a Georgian/Russian cancel. The reverse bears one of those "Received in Damaged Condition" markings believed to
indicate censorship of international mail, in this case from the Kiev railway station.
The Abkhazian language was given a written form in the Roman alphabet in 1928, and in 1938 a Georgian-based
alphabet was introduced. Finally in 1954, a Cyrillic alphabet was introduced for the language, and this is the
form that is still in use today. Throughout the period Abkhazian cancels appear to have been consistently printed
in Georgian and Russian, rather than Abkhazian. However, I do not know how different the Georgian and
Abkhazian values of the Georgian alphabet may have been in 1938-54, and have not been able to locate any
source that gives the Abkhazian values at that time, so it is difficult to evaluate cancels from this period.
Adzharia is the southwestem comer of Georgia inhabited by Moslem Georgians. Georgian is spoken in the
northern part of Adzharia, but south of Batumi, Laz is spoken. Laz is a language related to Georgian and
Megrelian, and it is sometimes classed with Megrelian as a single language called Zan, but the two of them are
not mutually comprehensible. Laz has never been a written language, so cancels from the Adjar Republic are in
Georgian and Russian. The capital, Batumi, is the source of the overwhelming majority of usages from
Adzharia, as in example 6, but usages from the smaller towns should exist as well, for collectors who are lucky
enough to find them. This example at least offers an unusual destination in Calcutta.
The South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast, in the north central part of the republic is one of the poorest and least
accessible areas in Georgia. The Ossetians themselves, speaking an Iranian language closely related to Persian
and Tadzhik, are divided between North Ossetia in the Russian Federation, and South Ossetia in the Georgian
republic. Recently the South Ossetians have demanded secession from Georgia and union with their compatriots
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to the north. Georgia has responded to these demands by abolishing the autonomous status of the oblast, and we
have probably not seen the end of this conflict.
A Latin alphabet was introduced for Ossetian in 1924, but in 1938 a Georgian-based alphabet was introduced for
South Ossetia, while a Cyrillic alphabet was designed for North Ossetia. In 1954 the Georgian alphabet of the
south was replaced with the same Cyrillic form used in the north.
Figure 7 is a remarkable cover mailed in July 1937 from Tbilisi to Staliniri, the capital of South Ossetia.
Staliniri had been renamed from Tskhinvali in 1934, and figure 7a shows the arrival mark on the reverse, an old
Tskhinvali cancel. The address is written entirely in Georgian, and the top line reads, "City of Staliniri, South
Ossetia." Going through the rest of the address with a Georgian/ Russian dictionary, I have not been able to
recogniz.e any words except the last word of the second line, which appears to be "Kartvel" (Georgian). Any
further help in reading this cover would be greatly appreciated.
This example, with a Georgian/Russian cancel is probably typical, but since this is the only South Ossetian
cancel I have seen from the period, I hesitate to generaliz.e that Ossetian was never used on cancels. Allworth
(1971) gives tables of the various Ossetian alphabets for those who have the opportunity to examine more cancels
for the possible use of the language.
In December 1936, with the adoption of the new Soviet constitution, the Transcaucasian Republic of Georgia,
Armenia and Az.erbaidzhan was dissolved, and the three republics now reported separately to the central Soviet
government, as did the other union republics. This administrative change had little philatelic effect, as cancels
from these republics had not previously made reference to the TSFSR. But it was around the same time that the
Russian-language versions of placenames came to be written as more faithful Cyrillic transliterations of the
Georgian names. From 1936 the Russian half of Russian/Georgian cancels begins to appear as Tbilisi, Batumi,
Telavi, etc., in place of the earlier, Russified Tiflis, Batum, Telav, and other names.

Wartime Usages
With the coming of the Second World War, however, there were a number of important philatelic repercussions.
The first of these was the introduction of censorship on all domestic and foreign mail. Skipton (1992, figure 31)
illustrates a civilian censor mark of Tbilisi used in November 1942. This style of marking was one of several
used in other cities from early 1942 through the summer or fall of 1943.
In summer 1943 a single new style of censor mark was introduced for all mail, military and civilian, and by fall
1943 the older types had passed out of use. This new type of marking, characteriz.ed by a "mute" five-digit serial
number is illustrated in figure 8, a civilian postcard sent from Leningrad to Borzhomi in February 1945. It is not
clear whether the censor mark was applied before the card's arrival in Georgia or not.
Figure 9 shows a card mailed to field post office no. 67240 in late August 1945, shortly after the war's end,
with a similar five-digit censor mark. The message side of the card is headed Poli in Russian, but the cancel,
which is difficult to read, is clearly a longer name than Poti. Mail to FPO units was entitled to go postfree, so
the prepaid postage on this postal stationery card was unnecessary.
Another effect of the war was that, in 1943, a number of peoples of the Soviet Union, particularly from the
north Caucasus, were deported from their homelands to Siberia and Central Asia for alleged collaboration with
the occupying Germans. The former ethnic units for these peoples were dissolved and divided among the larger
remaining divisions of the country. The dissolution of two of these units, the Karachai Autonomous Oblast' and
the Chechen-Ingush Autonomous Republic, resulted in territorial gains for Georgia from 1943 until 1957 when
some of the disolved units, including these two, were restored.
The map shown here, from Lang (1961), shows the addition of territory from these two units. To the northwest,
Georgia gained most of the former Karachai AO, and the map indicates the cities of Teberda and Klukhori in
this area. Klukhori is the name given to the city at the time of the transfer to Georgia; it was formerly MikoyanShakhar in the Karachai AO, and since the restoration of that AO (as the Karachai-Cherkess AO, and an ASSR
since 1991), the city has been called Karachaevsk.
To the northeast, Georgia gained a only small southern strip of the former Chechen-Ingush ASSR, and Lang's
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map shows the cities of Lars and Akhalkhevi here. Again, Akhalkhevi is the Georgian name given to the city at
the time of the transfer; it had been known as ltum-Kale in the former Chechen-Ingush Republic.
Most of the territory of the dissolved republics remained in the Russian Federation, and the small areas given to
Georgia were sparsely populated regions in the Caucasian highlands. Any mail from the area in the Georgian
period of 1943-57 must be very rare, and I have not seen any covers from this period.
It was only after the end of the war that mail from the vast numbers of German and other Axis POWs held in
the Soviet Union began to flow freely to their home countries. Bohme (1966) gives a listing of known POW
camp locations and their numerical indications, including the following camps in Georgia. Bohme's listing is
based on reports from POWs who eventually returned home, and so is almost certainly incomplete. These camps
operated until the end of 1949, when most of the prisoners were released. The only POWs still kept after that
time were those charged with war crimes, who were transferred to penal camps, but Bohme does not list any
penal camps in Georgia.
The following three-digit numbers indicate complexes of several camps at a given location. For example,
complex 146 was located at Ochamchiri, and a particular POW card would show a return address of, say, post
office box or lager' 146/1 or 146/2 for camp number 1 or 2 in the complex.
When the system of POW camps came under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the spring of
1947 these locations were indicated with a leading digit 7, so that the camps at Ochamchiri were now indicated
as 7146/1, etc.
146
Ochamchiri
Rustavi
181
236
Tbilisi
Molotovo
441
Sukhumi
461
518
Tkibuli
In addition to the POW camps per se, there were two army work battalions in Georgia manned by POWs. These
were indicated as 6382 located at Batumi; and 236/496 at Akhalkalaki. Since 236 above refers to Tbilisi, the
work batallion at Akhalkalaki may have been somehow connected to the group of camps at Tbilisi.
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Hospitals and Recovery camps for wounded men form a final source of POW mail, and there were three of
these in Georgia. No. 1563 was at Tbilisi; 2061 at Borzhomi; and 2846 was at Gantiadi. Bohme states that no.
2061 at Borzhomi was earlier referred to as no. 236/206. Again, the number 236 may indicate some connection
with POW camps at Tbilisi.

In this article I have tried to give an idea of some of the collecting possibilities that Georgia offers; some of
these areas are very rare, and I have no examples to show for them, but perhaps this article will draw out
unusual material from readers. In addition, the issues that Georgian postal history poses at this time may serve
as starting points for those interested in other republics in the same period.
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Post-Soviet issues 1991-1993 : evaluating status
Trevor Pateman
We all want to know the answer. Is this 'issue' genuine or is it bogus? And from the 1917-1923 period, many
will know that this is not a simple question or, in many cases, an easy one to answer. It's not so very different
in 1993. Just because a telephone call or a fax elicits a denial that such and such stamps were ever authorised,
ever sold in post offices, or ever accepted on mail doesn't actually mean that they weren't. I've read that the
local overprints from Kirovograd, Ukraine are bogus. Really? So what was the Kirovograd post office doing
cancelling so many covers that it must have needed a full-time clerk to do the job? How come my two
correspondents in Kirovograd were able to send me registered packets of such covers, the packets partly franked
w{th these 'bogus' locals? And so on.
What are our best ways of evaluating status before all the information is in? My own working intuitions, as a
collector-dealer handling lots of this material, are these:
The more primitive the technology used to produce it, the more likely it is that an issue is a genuine local issue,
put together on the initiative and probably on the premises of a local post office short of appropriately
denominated stamps, and perhaps concerned that the unrestricted use of 'Taxe Pe~ue' markings renders efficient
accounting impossible, and the post office vulnerable to fraud by its employees.
The most primitive means of surcharging is manuscript, as used in 1920-1923. Several 1992 manuscript
surcharges on stamps were recently recorded by George Shaw in Rossica, and I have seen ms. surcharges on
imprinted postal stationery stamps. I have also seen handmade postal forgeries, where a private individual has
taken Soviet commemoratives and uprated them from kopeck to rouble values with the use of erasing fluid and
pen. I have also seen primitive philatelic forgeries of Latvia's first post-Soviet stamp (the S kopeck definitive,
Michel 305) produced by inking out the 'I' on the IS kopeck value (Michel 307).
One step up from the manuscript surcharge is the handstamp, either a single handstamp or, more sophisticated, a
multiple handstamp. One of my reasons for thinking the issue of Melitopol, Ukraine genuine is that it is
produced by means of handstamps, which have also been applied to postal stationery directly. I realise that this
issue has been marketed largely by one dealer (Leonid Yurko of Berdyansk). Equally, I have had independent
supplies through the post from Melitopol itself, and correctly franked registered covers through the post to me
from Melitopol. It may be that at some point, the Melitopol post office began to sell the local issue for hard
currency only, and this fact (which I think we may find elsewhere) would add an interesting new dimension to
the question of an issue's status.
It is clear that local printers have taken initiatives in offering to provide stamps to the post offices. This appears
to be the case with the Altai/Bamaul issues in Russia, for example. Such stamps may be sold into dealer
networks either by the printer (as was common in other times and places) or the post office (this appears to be
uncommon). There is actually nothing wrong in such initiatives. If the central postal authorities in Kyiv cannot
provide stamps to Ukrainian post offices (as they manifestly cannot), then why shouldn't someone else step in? It
could actually mean that a post office works efficiently.
To begin with, I took the view that where more than one value of surcharge occurred in a sheet this was
evidence of obviously philatelic manipulations, designed to produce se-tenant pairs, strips, etc. However, it now
seems to me (looking in particular at an issue from Nesterov, near Lviv), that the practice reduces printing costs,
since only one plate need be prepared to produce a range of values. It is then just a question of breaking up
sheets into blocks or strips if the stamps are to be used at a post office counter.
I make one further observation about technology. It is my impression that overprints and surcharges using the
printers attached to personal computers are likely to be the work of philatelists. This does not entirely preclude
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such stamps being sold to/at a post office or accepted for franking. Incidentally, there is no fraud if I volunteer
cash equivalent to the franking value of my privately issued stamps. I illustrate one travelled cover, 'franked'
with a privately produced issue but also showing that postage has been prepaid (fig. I).
There are other ways of guessing or evaluating status. Some I have used are:
1. Buying factory mail in bulk. At present, I receive unpicked, every envelope arriving at one factory in Voru,
Estonia, and originating in half a dozen republics of the former Soviet Union. Because of strained RussianEstonian relations, I have the impression that mail from Russia is much more carefully franked than is often the
case with domestic Russian mail, and the use of French language cachets rather than Cyrillic cachets is fairly
uniform; initial use of Cyrillic cachets is sometimes corrected. In batches of about 1000 envelopes received from
this source during the summer of 1993, only one local issue appeared on factory-to-factory mail, namely the
second series of duplicated labels produced in Nikolaev/Mykolaiv, Ukraine. These were originally issued in a
large format, the second series is in a small format. They occur in black and red. My guess is that the red is a
later adoption to prevent fraudulent photocopying of these black on white labels. You would need access to a
colour photocopier to forge the red labels, and I doubt many people in Mykolaiv have such access. Unlike some
labels, which are only affixed at the point of sale, the Mykolaiv labels can be purchased mint. I have also had
these labels on correctly franked registered mail to me.

2. I also buy batches of envelopes gathered by philatelists from various sources. These always include philatelic
covers, which may have gone through the post but which are doubtful guides to the status of an issue. However,
such batches have turned up apparent local issues which are not being marketed through the dealerships which
have sprung up in the FSU, notably in Vilnius and Kyiv. In a future article I propose to list and illustrate such
'stray' (and presumably scarce) local issues. In most cases I just have a single cover, and no mint stamps. Many
of the covers look non-philatelic.
3. I have spent very substantial sums trying to get purported local issues through the post to me, franking
registered covers at the correct tariff. I discount ordinary, unregistered letters, whether surface or air mail, since
it is clearly possible to stick on anything and succeed in getting your letter delivered. In most parts of the FSU
there is no effective checking going on, and I have seen non-philatelic postage due markings applied only in
Estonia.
It is also the case that post offices will apply favour cancels to doubtful stamps, though the covers in question
may be overfranked. I have had cancelled stamps of Birobidzhan and Bugulma through the post to me with what
are clearly favour cancels, gingerly applied to just a perforation or a piece of selvedge.
However, the registered letter method is not a guarantee of status either. In Ukraine, for example, Kyiv's
attempts to invalidate some local and/or bogus issues can be circumvented if you can find a postal clerk willing
to accept a donation of 'drinking money'. Some post offices are probably acting in defiance of Kyiv's
instructions anyway. Some post office clerks don't know or don't care whether stamps presented as franking are
in any sense valid.
As examples, I illustrate correctly franked covers with Crimea and Lviv issues (figs.2 and 3) of which I still do
not know the status. There is also a handstamped Kirovograd issue which one of my Kirovograd correspondents
says she has never seen, but non-Kirovograd correspondents have sent me these stamps on covers postmarked
Kirovograd. I illustrate this issue in fig.4; the stamp on the right belongs to the issue in question.
I leave aside in this article the problem of forgeries, which now include postal forgeries of Russian definitives.
There is also a problem with backdated cancels, which I am convinced are available both as despatch and
receiver markings in Kyiv and Rovne, and no doubt elsewhere. [Ed: on these subjects, see Current events i11 the
FSU, next issue] In my view, most recent consignments to dealers of Kyiv xerox stamps on covers with 1992
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postmarks have either backdated postmarks or forged xerox stamps, or both. Other covers may be similarly
affected.
Finally, and just for the record, the largest number of adhesives I have recorded on a non-philatelic post-1991
factory-to-factory cover is 126, on a cover from Perm to Tel§iai in Lithuania. Every adhesive is cancelled - if
only the same were true of the covers I get through the post my prices could come down!

Editorial afterword : due to space restrictions this issue could not contain a further instalment of the 'Cu"ent
events in the FSU' chronicle. However, one news item is too important to postpone. A specialist society devoted
to Post-Soviet stamps and postal history has indeed emerged. Coordinated by Mr. Michael Padwee, 163
Joralemon Street, Box 1520, Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA; and Mr. Peter Bylen, P.O.Box 7193, Westchester, JL
(j()/54, USA. 'Interim Reports' have been published regularly, containing much useful i,iformation, see the
Review Section/or further details. Contact the gentlemen at the above addresses for further details.
Next issue we hope to have further hairy tales from the Wild East.

Classified advertisements
Rev.John R. Tollan, Holy Cross College, P.O.Box 49, Mosgiel, New Zealand, seeks covers (preferably nonphilatelic) from Russia and the republics, 1991-1993.

Declassified advertisements : BJRP back issues
Searching for that indispensable article? Tired of all those empty shelves in your bookcase? Then look no
further, back issues of the British Journal of Russian Philately. the very journal you are reading now, are
available at a very modest price, to wit:

Issue
1,2
3-7
8
9-24
25,26
27,28
29-62
63
64-date

Price
£ 1.00 each
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00 each
£ 2.00 each
£ 3.00 each
£5.00
£ 4.00 each

plus postage and packing at cost. All issues are currently available.
Orders to:
Alan Blunt,
13 Auden Close,
Monmouth, Gwent NP5 3NW,
United Kingdom.
Complete your library now, avoid the rush!
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Reviews
IMPERIAL RUSSIA - ZEMSTVO POST
Published by the Philatelic Federation of Finland, Helsinki, 1993. XI + 431 pages plus map insert.
Price : from £90 (BSRP members) to £175 ('Glass Slipper', UK); also seen at £130!
This is an attractive book, in essence a celebration of Oleg A. Faberge's display of his renowned zemstvo
collection in the Finlandia 88 philatelic exhibition. It consists largely of full-colour illustrations of 'gems' from
the collection, and there is something to delight the eye on very single Arabic-numbered page. Some illustrations
are a little fuzzy, compared with the real stamps, and a very few black and white illustrations of address or
inscription sides of covers which were presumably on dark coloured paper detract a little. The only serious
criticism of the colour plates is that too many are of blocks, panes or sheets which were photographed in mounts
with overlapping glassine fronts, the overlaps of which show up as grey or blurred strips across the illustrations.
There is no attribution of authorship or editing, though Kaj Hellman signs the English version of the trilingual
one-page preface. All the commentary on the 431 pages is in English only.
Only 17 stamp-issuing zemstvo districts are unrepresented in the illustrations, but this is not in any sense a
comprehensive catalogue and commoner stamps only appear if they are in rare blocks or sheets, or if they bear
interesting postmarks or if they are otherwise on rare covers. From this point of view the book is beautiful and
breath-taking, and most readers will find it difficult to put it down before they have gone right through it and
admired almost every item. My only regret in this respect is the absence of any illustration for Zmeinogorsk, but
perhaps its dubious character precluded its inclusion. The book is undoubtedly a major work of Russian
philately; but it is also a ~ The absence of any clear editorial credits possibly signifies the striking Jack of editorial merit. The preface
commends the 'sublime quality' of the collection itself, and asserts that the Philatelic Federation determined that
the book should be of the same high standard. This it is not, for it is marred by scores of elementary spelling
errors which should have been corrected in proof, and its habitual unconventional splitting of English words
between lines sometimes verges on the ludicrous: e.g. ori/ginal and oro/ginal (for original), name-s/tamp,
dates/tamp, oblite/rated, pens/troke, de/signes (for designs) and oli/vegreen. Page VII, the real introductory
page, has six spelling errors, including ZENSTVO and GOVERN.I;;MENTS (twice) in block letters as if to
ensure that no one misses them. Zemstvo is also spelt z.rrnstvo and ~mstvo elsewhere in the text. There is
absolutely no excuse for such negligence in the production of this expensive and historic prestige volume.
The rendering of Russian place-names is inconsistent in many places, often on the same page. Belozersk and
Bielozersk feature indiscriminately in page headings and in the text, as do Gadiach and Gadyach. Griazovets and
Gryazovez, Nicolsk and Nikolsk, Orgheev and Orgheyev, and others. There are well-known rules about this.
The German 'z' (for '1.1, ') is often misused in place of the English 'ts' in transliteration. Capitalization is erratic
and inconsistent, as is the use of hyphens: rosered would be much clearer with a hyphen in the middle, as would
redorange; 'organe red' sounds intriguing and needs more puzzling out than 'greish', presumably 'orange-red'
and 'greyish'.
There are simple spelling errors in both Russian and German names: CONSTANTINOPLE, correctly spelled
CONSTANTINOPEL on another page; WURTEMBERG for WURTTEMBERG; YRZHUM for URZHUM.
VERVIERS (Belgium) loses its terminal S and CORNHOLME (Yorkshire) becomes CORHHOLME. The
splitting of Russian names between lines rivals the mutilation of English words: ST.PE/TERSfURG and
ST.PET/ERSBURG recur, and KAS/HYMSKI is just silly, as SH represents one sound and letter.
Actual mistranslation is rare, and apart from the spelling and bad type-setting there is little to criticise. A
canoneer (p.361) is presumably a gunner or artilleryman, and a congregation (p.163) very probably a society or
association of some sort. The colloquial 'some' is used dozens of times to mean 'a', in the recurring expression
'some village', when describing the place of origin of a splendid cover, but these are trivialities compared with
the persistent orthographic or typographic errors which afflict even the most basic philatelic vocabulary. Design
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(often), group, horizontal, pencross, datestamp, Ekspeditsiya (I have no objection to Expeditsia), label, vertical,
district, inscribed, printed, travelled, divided, combination, postage, rate, form, strip (often as 'stripe'), are all
misspelled (the latter occurs as MISSPELLD in capitals), and tete-beche is both misspelled and misaccented.
This is a great pity, for the book could be a philatelic 'great'. Instead it is an impressive ship spoilt by lack of "a
penn'orth of tar". Spelling checks are normal in modem word processors, and line-spacing or type-setting are
done automatically so that silly word divisions cannot occur. Alternatively, if editors do not have word
processors, do they not have friends (or even relatives) to correct those elementary mistakes which show a lack
of accuracy and of careful observation which must inevitably cast doubt on the reliability of other aspects of a
text? Luckily in this case the illustrations almost speak for themselves, but it is yet another regrettable, silly fault
that there is no bibliography, and most readers will not know the source or significance of the numerous
references to the different numbered 'types' on the many illustrated sheets and blocks. Carl Schmidt catalogue
numbers are said to have been used, but which Schmidt catalogue? The fairly available 'smaller' Schmidt does
not identify or number the types, and very few copies of the 'big' Schmidt are available outside the (East) Berlin
State Library (copies are present in the BSRP and Rossica libraries). Or are they Baughman numbers, to which
few of us have access?
A book costing a hundred pounds or more should not leave such elementary questions unanswered and should
certainly eliminate elementary English and typographic errors before publication. The book is strongly
recommended as a record of a collection which no zemstvo collector can ever hope to rival and the like of which
few of us can hope to see; but the fastidious reader should first prepare an errata sheet (or several sheets) to get
the 'trip-wires' out of the system and make enjoyment of the philatelic gems a little easier. It is good to receive
so important a work from Finland in English, but it would be better still to have it in correct English, with
standard spelling of transliterated place names. There must be dozens of English speaking zemstvo specialists
who would have been delighted to correct the trivial unnecessary and distracting errors in this volume free of
charge - and quickly, as we would all appreciate the urgent need to publish it. Why did the editor (if any) not
ask?
The book is quite attractively bound, but not to the quality of Skipton & Michalove's Imperial Postal Censorship
work, which set a fine standard. Casing would have enhanced the quality and protected the binding.
R. Hindley

THE PHILATELIST'S GUIDE TO MAPS, ATLASES AND GAZETTEERS OF RUSSIA
Peter A. Michalove. Published by the Rossica Society. 134 softbound pages. Price $20 for Rossica
members, $25 for non-members. Orders to Rossica, c/o Gary A. Combs, 8241 Chalet Ct., Millersville,
MD 21108, USA.
Now here's a useful idea. Philatelists will often resort to a map or atlas to find out where that exotic-looking
postmark came from, along which route a nice cover travelled, or where the scenery on a commemorative stamp
is located. This book is not only a fascinating history of Russian/Soviet cartography, but also gives you a wealth
of information about the sources you might consult. Sensibly divided into three parts, the first part deals with the
beginnings of Russian cartography, part two concentrates on the Imperial Russian period, while the last part
takes a look at the Soviet period. The author remarks that in a few years' time, we will need a fourth part!
The book is primarily useful as a historical overview of cartography, and as a compendium of references and
advice on how to use them. The section on Imperial Russia contains a wealth of detailed references, which will
allow anyone looking for some topographical insight to focus his search. A compendium of references is always
slightly frustrating, because it gives you details about all those tremendously useful books and maps, but doesn't
tell you much about where you can find them! However, with today's highly efficient inter-library book traffic,
getting an accurate reference is half the battle.
However, this book offers much more than a bibliography. The Soviet section in particular has fascinating
chapters on placename changes and cartographic falsification, while the Imperial and Soviet sections also have
chapters dedicated to railway routes. (though not to ship routes, tsk!)
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The book is liberally sprinkled with illustrations, and also offers a list of Russian geographical terms. A very
interesting addition to any serious philatelist's library. Recommended.

ROSS/CA Issue 121 for October 1993.
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. 72 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) $20.
Inquiries to: Gary A. Combs, 8241 Chalet Ct., Millersville, MD 21108, USA.
A very varied offering this time from our American brethren. George Shaw continues his series on the early
1992 'Voice of America' correspondence with a long look at mail from the Russian Federation, illustrating many
examples of manuscript revaluations to make up the higher postal rates. Difficult to read without drooling ...
John Holland contributes an interesting look at Russian Arctic mail, while Noel Warr serves up many wonderful
examples of the 1899 experimental registration labels. Nice stuff, gentlemen! Leonard Tann (HIM again!) takes a
look at the unaccepted Mouchon essays for the Romanov Jubilee issue, while Alexander Epstein takes the
Romanovs into WWl by looking at FPO usages of these stamps. A whole blizzard of shorter articles follows,
with longer articles on circular and oval Vokzal markings (by Philip Robinson, excellent!), the riddles
surrounding the Northern and Southern railways station marks of Moscow (which, authors Noel Warr and Gary
Combs conclude, refer to the Yaroslavl and Kursk Stations, respectively) and "odds and ends and bits and
pieces" (and a nice batch of same it is, assembled by George Werbizky) to keep the reader off-balance.
Good issue, but then again, they usually are.

POCHTA Issue 14 for July 1993.
Journal of the Australia & New Zealand Society of Russian Philately. 54 pages, softbound. Subscription
(2 issues) NZ$35 (surface), NZ$47 (airmail). All inquiries to : Terry Archer, 313 Mahurangi East
Road, Snells Beach, Warkworth, New Zealand.
Gah, another Editor who insists on making a reviewer's life as difficult as possible by including lots and Jots of
articles! Alexander Epstein looks at some riddles concerning postal rates for mail abroad in the RSFSR during
1917-1923, and offers some tantalising suggestions to solve them. Robert Taylor adds a whole batch of covers
and cards, all with some connection to Soviet Philatelist, the Soviet philatelic magazine issued during the 20s.
George Werbizky shows yet ~ Georgian varieties, while Charles Bromser makes some propaganda for the
first overprinted stamps of Kazakstan, to which the Editor has added the footnote that some Kazak philatelists
have condemned these issues as speculative.
The rest of this issue is taken up with no fewer than 16 shorter articles, on anything from combine harvesters to
new postmarks of St.Petersburg. All well worth reading. And, just to show that we take criticism from Down
Under seriously, we no longer date issues of the BJRP as 'Spring' and 'Autumn' : seems the ANZAK chaps
thought it was funny that the Spring issue should appear before the Autumn issue ...
Seriously, gents, good issue.

YAMSHCHIK/THE POST-RIDER Issue 32 for July 1993.
Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 84 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues)
US$15. All inquiries to CSRP, P.O.Box 5722 Station 'A', Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1P2.
Yamshchik attempted to make the BJRP feel a bit better about our dismal promptness record by actually
appearing a few weeks later than usual! So I was doubly pleased when the familiar envelope finally turned up,
containing yet another fine issue. Alex Artuchov's zemstvo series continues apace, there's more Franco-Russian
friendship stationery (from Jean Walton, Per-Anders Erixon and Pat Eppel) plus all the usual excellent shorter
features, but pride of place in this issue must go to Alexander Epstein's article on Ukrainian postal rates during
1918-1920. Building on articles written by Alexander Ivakhno for Ukrainian and Russian Philately. Epstein takes
a long and detailed look at the changing postal rates in force in Ukraine during the Civil War. This is not an
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easy task, as Ukrainian nationalist governments of various kinds, Soviet republics in various times and places,
White occupations and what have you made Ukraine an interesting but complicated place to live in, never mind
reconstructing the postal rates 7S years later! However, Epstein succeeds admirably, and Ukrainian collectors
now have an invaluable reference to check if their items are correctly franked. The value of such articles can not
be overestimated. I still regularly find myself turning to a table of Russian postal rates published in the BJRP ten
years ago, and this article will no doubt be consulted just as often by collectors. A very useful addition to the
literature.
Excellent issue. I didn't mind waiting a few weeks extra for this ...

UKRAINIAN AND RUSSIAN PHILATELY Issue 2 for 1992 (in Russian)
Editor : Aleksandr Ivakhno, P.O.Box 4933, 320101 Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine. Subscription price
unknown. 64 A4 pages, softbound.
Well, there is good news and there is bad news. The good news is the appearance of this, the third issue of
URF. The bad, no, terrible news is that it may be the last.
Once again a spellbinding array of articles, glittering with original research. The issue starts with an article by
S. Kapnist on events in the Kherson Postal District during 1918, concentrating on the "Odessa" trident
overprints. Originally written during the Twenties, this article will not be available to many collectors, and since
it contains much useful information, URF has done us all a great favour by reprinting it. Editor Ivakhno
continues his series on Ukrainian postal rates with a look at the so-called Third Period, while Alexander Epstein
(name sounds familiar?) writes an interesting review of so-called private postal agencies in Imperial Russia :
postal desks operating in pharmacies, shops, etc. Some mouthwatering illustrations are included.
Mark Minskii reviews the zemstvo posts in Kamyshlovsk district (with postal routes, stamps and postmarks all
covered admirably) while Aleksandr Semenov and Dmitrii Khromov continue their look at the "repeated" issues
of the Fourties, dealing with SG 1428-1433, 1440-1442 and 1446-1448 this time.
News of forgeries of the 1976 IR definitive and the 1984 3R definitive follows, of which the first has already
been spotted in western auctions as an imperforate. If you see an imperforate IR definitive on offer, read this
article first! The postal consequences of the Ukrainian hyperinflation elicit articles on the Kharkov provisionals
and the 1992 postal rates, both by Ivakhno. The usual impeccable documentation is thoughtfully provided by
reprinting the relevant official documents. Auction and literature reviews round off this excellent issue.
If this is truly the last issue of this journal, then philately has suffered a severe loss. We can only hope that these
authors will reappear soon, if not in URF then in another journal. The three issues of this journal which have
been published during the past two years will stand as a monument to the authors, the editor and the publishers.

GEORGIA (Section B)
Parts 8-12, vol.4 of The Postage Stamps of Russia, 1917-1923, by Dr.R.J. Ceresa. 256 A4 pages,
softbound. Price £2S (postage and packing included for UK, Europe add £1. Price for USA and Canada
$SO incl. surface postage, add $12 for US airmail, $16 for airmail elsewhere). Available from the
author at "Fairview Cottage", Quarry Lane, Gorsley, Ross-on-Wye, HR9 7SJ.
The author of this series seems determined to usurp the entire BJRP review section with his output : last issue
we had two volumes of his to review, and only a few months later here's another hefty volume.
This volume contains some tremendously interesting stuff. The machine-printed surcharges of the Georgian SSR,
the July 1923 handstamped issue, the lithographed surcharges on Arms types and the TSFSR issues are the
stamps which are examined here, with overprint characteristics, varieties and postal use all examined in some
depth. But there's so much more in this volume. An analysis of postal use of the handstamped overprints didn't
yield quite the insights I had hoped for, but there is a superb section on the postmarks used in Georgia during
1918-1923, both Cyrillic-alphabet and Georgian. This section, which takes up over 90 pages, is of course
heavily based on the work of Peter Ashford (for the Cyrillic postmarks his "Transcaucasia", for the Georgian
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postmarks his recent book on that subject), and Mr.Ashford could quite easily claim a place as co-author of this
volume. However, there is a lot of new information in this section as well. There are also the inevitable glitches:
"Borzhom-Mikhailovo" is a lovely postmark, but mentioning this postmark twice in the listing seems like
overdoing it. Also, the new Soviet-spelling Cyrillic postmarks introduced in Tiflis in late 1923 (see "Georgian
Cancellations p. 72) appear to have been overlooked by Ceresa.
A section on auxiliary postal markings (registration, postage due, etc.) contained much fascinating material. I
was particularly impressed by an illustration of a Georgian "Special Post" cachet on a 1923 postcard ... There are
the usual fine sections on forged stamps and postmarks, plus a valiant attempt to reconstruct Georgian postal
rates, sabotaged by the ravages of hyperinflation and a biased (but very large!) sample of covers. The inevitable
addenda and errata and a checklist of all issues (very comprehensive) round off this volume.
Look, what can I say? Yes, there are typographical errors galore, but not quite as many as before. Yes, I wish
he'd do some clearer illustrations, but that is hardly grounds for extended recriminations. In all, this volume
contains much to delight. And these final sentences do not rhyme as well as they might!

INTERIM REPORT
Published by the Society for the Study of the New Republics. Coordinators: Michael Padwee, 163
Joralemon St., #1520, Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA; Peter Bylen, PO Box 7193, Westchester, IL 60154,
USA. Price : $10 (enquire about postage). Four issues published thus far.
The loose-leaf Interim Reports of the SSNR are results of the ongoing attempt by SSNR members to record and
categorise the many philatelic phenomena in the post-Soviet republics. They contain a wealth of information on
altered postmarks and franking machines, postal stationery overprints, provisional issues, etc. The coordinators
also reprint short articles from other journals if they have a bearing on the subject at hand. IR#l and #2 were
general inventorisation issues, #3 was devoted to Kazakstan while #4 looks at Ukraine.
The work being done by the SSNR is very important. I can't say I'm overenthusiastic about their choice of
categories, as there seem to be quite a few areas of overlap between them, but that is not important. What is
important is that the stuff gets recorded now.
Subscription to the Interim Reports is very useful if you're interested in post-Soviet philately. For 1994, the
subscription fee is $15, contact the coordinators for further details.
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